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Chapter 1. An Overview of Catalogs

Catalogs are hierarchies of items, organized into groups for different purposes.
IBM® Sterling Selling and Fulfillment Foundation supports the following types of
catalogs:
v Master Catalog
v Selling Catalog
v Active Selling Catalog

Master Catalog
The master catalog is a hierarchy of items, organized into groups for ease of item
maintenance. It is created by default when a catalog organization is defined.
Typically, the hierarchical structure of the master catalog is flat or has little depth.
This structure facilitates item maintenance. The master catalog and the items
within it are usually maintained by the catalog organization. However, in some
cases, a subcatalog organization may be authorized to manage parts of the master
catalog.

Note: Only one master catalog can exist for a catalog organization.

Selling Catalog
A selling catalog is a hierarchy of item groups that are organized to facilitate item
sales. Typically, a selling catalog is displayed to customers as a Web channel
catalog. Therefore, the structure of the selling catalog is usually deep, with
multiple layers. This structure enhances customers’ ability to locate and buy items.
A business may define only one selling catalog, for example, a business may use
the master catalog for item maintenance and also designate it as the selling catalog.
However, businesses typically define several selling catalogs, such as seasonal
catalogs for fall, winter, summer, and spring sales.

Note: Only one selling catalog can be active at a time.

Active Selling Catalog
Organizations can define any number of selling catalogs. However, only one selling
catalog can be active at a time. The active selling catalog is used by a business as
its Web channel catalog.

For example, in the following figure, the summer selling catalog can be designated
as the active selling catalog during the summer months, and the winter selling
catalog can be designated as the active selling catalog during the winter months.
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Chapter 2. Categories

Catalogs are organized into groups of items called categories, which enable your
catalog to classify an entire item set in a number of different hierarchical and
searchable groupings. After defining the categories for a catalog, you can add items
and assign attributes to the categories. The previous figure shows a master catalog,
the winter and summer selling catalogs, and the categories that make up each
catalog.
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Chapter 3. Kit Items

A kit item is an individual item comprising various components. For example, a
computer is a kit item, and items such as monitor, keyboard, mouse, and other
peripherals are its components.

Kit items can be of three types:
v Physical Kits
v Dynamic Physical Kits
v Bundles

Physical Kit
A physical kit is maintained as a single item and is not disintegrated into
components. It is considered a finished product at a node or at the time of
dispatch. For example, a cellular phone with its battery and handset is a
preconfigured physical kit.

Physical kits can be of the preconfigured type, such as a cellular phone. For
example, a seller may configure a laptop with a 250 GB hard drive, 3 GB RAM,
and a CD-RW/DVD-RW drive, and sell the laptop as a single item. Because the
laptop comprises different components that cannot be sold separately, the laptop is
a physical kit.

The inventory for a physical kit is maintained at the kit item (parent) level.

Dynamic Physical Kit
A dynamic physical kit comprises various components. A decision about which
components have to be shipped is decided at the time of creating an order. For
example, a buyer may place an order for a computer, including the components.
The buyer might want the CPU, monitor, keyboard, and mouse, but not the
speakers. This forms a dynamos physical kit. The inventory for this is maintained
at the kit item (parent) level.

Bundle
A bundle is a kit item that consists of many components. A bundle's components
can be products, provided services, physical kits, or other bundles. However, a
delivery service cannot be a component of a bundle.

The inventory for a bundle is maintained at the component level. Inventory tags
can be given to a bundle, but they are ignored by the application.

The item Bedroom Set, which includes the components Bed Set, Dress Set,
Entertainment Set, and so on, is an example of a bundle. The Bed Set, Dresser Set,
and Entertainment Set can in turn, be individual bundles by themselves.

© Copyright IBM Corp. 1999, 2012 5



Models, Configurable Items, and Preconfigured Items
In addition to physical kits, dynamic physical kits, and bundles, other item types
exist that overlap or share these kit types. In IBM Sterling Configurator Visual
Modeler, you can create a model that defines all the configurable options available
for an item. After creating a model item, you can associate it to the corresponding
bundle item. Like a bundle item, a model item can be a kit that consists of
multiple components.

If an item is configurable, a customer can build that item in theSterling
Configurator Visual Modeler application based on the associated model. You can
also define preconfigurations of a configurable item in the Sterling Business Center
application, and customers can later select from these preconfigurations and
modify preconfigurations for which an order has been placed.

When you reconfigure a preconfigured item, that item is replaced with the
configurable item associated to the model used. Any time that you reconfigure
items, pricing can be affected.

For more information about defining models, see the Sterling Configurator Visual
Modeler: Administration Guide.
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Chapter 4. Item Associations

There are five types of associations that can be made between product items:
v Cross-Sell
v Up-Sell
v Supersession
v Alternative
v Competitive

All association types, except supersession, allow you to associate items to other
items, to categories of items, and to queries of items. Supersession supports only
item-to-item associations. For example, you can create a query to retrieve all the
laptops with 120 GB hard drives, and then define an up-sell to associate smaller
laptops with the queried laptops.

Cross-Sell
A cross-sell promotes an add-on or accessory item that, when combined with the
primary item, makes a “better” package.

Let us, for example, assume that there is a shirt in your inventory that matches a
pair of shoes. When you create the shoes item in the catalog, you associate the
shirt as a cross-sell. This way, when the customer orders the shoes, it is possible to
notify them about the matching shirt.

Up-Sell
An up-sell promotes a more powerful or higher-level item.

Let us, for example, presume that your inventory has a certain model of running
show that is available in two versions, inexpensive and expensive. When you
create a catalog item for the inexpensive shoes you associate the more expensive
shoes as an up-sell. When a customer tries to order the inexpensive shoes, it is
possible to notify them about the expensive option.

Supersession
Setting up a supersession association provides the ability to recognize that an
ordered item can be superseded by a chain of items. An item is superseded when
its effective date becomes obsolete. Typically, obsolete items are not offered to
customers who perform a regular search of your business’s Web site. However, if a
customer performs an advanced search, looking specifically for obsolete items, he
is offered the next item in the chain of supersession. Additionally, if an item
becomes unavailable, such as an item that has sold out, the system tries to order
the next item in the chain of supersession.

A chain of supersession can include as many items as you want. However, you
should not specify more than one chain of supersession per item. For example, you
can configure item A to be superseded by item B, which in turn can be superseded
by item C; however, you cannot specify that both items B and C should directly
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supersede item A. When configuring supersession, ensure that you specify similar
items that are comparably-priced, such as different versions of software.

Let us, for example, presume that in your catalog, you have an automotive part
that is sold under a new model number each year. You configure supersession for
the part (Part A is superseded by Part B). Part A is now obsolete. If a customer
searches your Web site for the part, the system does not display results for the
search.

However, if the customer performs an advanced search that specifically includes
obsolete parts, the system informs the customer that Part A is obsolete and offers
the customer Part B because it supersedes Part A.

Let us consider a similar scenario where Part A is sold out and is no longer
available. Without supersession, a customer who tries to buy Part A may be told
that it is not available, even though it is available as Part B. However, if
supersession is configured, the system offers Part B to the customer.

Preferred Substitutes
A preferred substitute is an item that should be fulfilled first, prior to fulfilling the
original item. The system verifies and fulfills the order by shipping the preferred
substitute item even when the original item is available. For example, if an order is
placed for Item1, but Item2 is the preferred substitute, Item2 is depleted prior to
shipping Item1. The ratio between the preferred substitute and the original item
should always be 1.

When a preferred substitute is available, the order is scheduled completely against
that preferred substitute. Although partial scheduling against the preferred
substitute or the original item is not possible, partial procurement is allowed when
preferred substitutes are not available.

Note: Preferred substitutes have limitations such as:
v Invoicing is done based on the original dimensions of the item.
v Tag-controlled items cannot use preferred substitutes.
v The product or service associations of the original item is used.
v The capacity of the original item is used.
v Routing is done based on the original dimensions of the item.

Alternative
An alternative association provides the ability to choose an item that is very
similar to the original as an alternative. The system prompts a customer to confirm
the alternative item before it is ordered.

Let us, for example, presume that in your inventory you have a popular brand of
shoe that sells out quickly. Your inventory also has other comparable brands of
shoes that are popular but do not sell as much. When you create a catalog item for
the popular brand of shoes, you associate the other brands as alternatives. When a
customer orders the popular brand of shoes and if that brand is not in stock, the
system provides the customer with the option of buying the alternate brand of
shoes. However, only after the customer confirms that the alternative brand is
acceptable does the order get placed.
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Competitive
Competitive association involves associating similar items from different
manufacturers. You can also use this association to track products from
competitors.

For example, if a store sells a basketball shoe made by Company X, they might
also offer buyers a similar basketball shoe made by Company Y.

Chapter 4. Item Associations 9
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Chapter 5. Product Services: Delivery Services and Provided
Services

In addition to shipped products, Catalog Management™ provides the capability to
manage delivery services and provided services.

Shipped products are physical products that are purchased and shipped to a
customer, for example, a piano.

Delivery Services are billable services that are directly associated with a product in a
sales order or a return order, for example, the delivery of a high-definition
television. Stand-alone delivery service lines can also be created, and if required,
associated with a product at a later time.

Provided Services are billable services that are offered to enhance the life or usability
of a product associated with a sales order or a return order, for example, fabric
protection for a sofa or installation service for a home theater system.

Delivery Services and Provided Services are also defined as items by the catalog
organization and are available to all the organizations that share that catalog
organization.

Each service item is assigned a service type. Service types are used to identify the
capacity UOM for the service items. Delivery Service Types can be used to
compute additional capacity. In addition, service levels are used to indicate the
complexity of the assigned service type.

For each service, a list of valid service options are also created as items and
associated to the respective service item.

Besides setting up Delivery and Provided Service items, the catalog must also
include the definition of the list of delivery and provided service items available
for products. This association can be set up either at any level within an Item
Classification hierarchy or at an individual product item level.

As with item associations, you can also have product, provided, and delivery
services.

© Copyright IBM Corp. 1999, 2012 11
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Chapter 6. Containers

Catalog Management provides the capability to manage containers that can hold
items.

Within Catalog Management, containers are defined as items for a catalog
organization and are available to all the organizations sharing that catalog
organization. By defining containers as items, containers can be managed in the
same ways that items can. Like other items, containers can consist of components,
and can be kit items.

Containerization is a process that assigns items to containers based on the
algorithms defined in the corresponding organization. Defining a container
involves defining one or more of the following attributes that are used in
containerization:
v Physical characteristics, such the container’s volume and the weight that it can

hold.
v Container capacity based on item classification
v Containerization categories
v Buyer of the items being containerized

Physical Characteristics
The physical characteristics that you specify for a container are used to determine
its basic physical capabilities. If you specify that a container can carry a weight of
up to 20 kilos, and the item you are shipping weighs 50 kilos, this container cannot
be used. If multiple items are being containerized, the container’s volume
determines if it can hold all the items.

Note: Some of the items that are being containerized may be in boxes or have
regular shapes, such as books. This simplifies the calculations about whether a
container can successfully hold them.

Capacity by Item Classification
Some items may be irregular in shape, such as soccer balls, or can be compressed
when packed, such as sweatshirts. To accommodate items such as these, you can
establish classifications to determine the number of items that can be placed in the
container.

For example, if you are selling sporting goods, create classifications for the various
types of balls you sell, small, average, and large. You can then assign these
classifications to the corresponding items as shown in the following table.

Table 1. Products Assigned to Classifications

Classification Product

Small Ping-pong balls, racquet balls, children's
super-bouncy balls

Average Soccer balls, basketballs, footballs

Large Yoga exercise balls, medicine balls
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When creating an item description for a container, you can use the following
classifications to indicate the quantity that the container can hold for each
classification, shown in the following table.

Table 2. Quantities Held for Each Classification

Classification Can Hold This Quantity

Small 300

Average 75

Large 8

Containerization Categories
You can also establish various containerization categories, and then specify that
containers can accept only the items that are in that categorization category. This
enables you to ensure the following:
v Associating hazardous materials with appropriate containers
v Ensuring that products containing liquids are packed in waterproof containers
v Shipping certain items using premium packaging

Buyer
You can also indicate that a container should be used only for specific buyers. This
indication will be based on your knowledge about buyer’s requirements. This may
include size restrictions in the buyer’s facilities, special packaging requirements, or
providing containers marked with a special logo.
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Chapter 7. Items with Variations

An item with variations is a grouping of items that have similar characteristics and
are displayed as a single item in product search results. This grouping is useful
when limiting the individual items that are returned during a product search.

For example, if you are searching a catalog for a polo-shirt, you usually receive a
match that includes three styles (short-sleeve, long-sleeve, active) along with the
colors and sizes in which each style is offered. However, for an item with
variations, the initial search result returns only the styles available. Color and size
selection are available after the style is selected, limiting the number of results
returned by the initial search.

This can be accomplished by creating an item with variations and children items
for each product. The following table shows an item with variations and probable
child items it could have.

Table 3. Items with Variations and Probable Child Items

Item with Variations Children Items

Short-sleeved Polo Shirt Small, Red, short-sleeved polo shirt

Medium, Red, short-sleeved polo shirt

Large, Red, short-sleeved polo shirt

Small, Blue, short-sleeved polo shirt

Medium, Blue, short-sleeved polo shirt

Large, Blue, short-sleeved polo shirt

Child items of an item with variations are automatically assigned to the same
category or classification to which the parent item is assigned.
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Chapter 8. Assets

Asset is the term used to describe an electronic media file that you can associate
with a business object. Assets can be of many kinds, URLs, datasheets, image files,
sound files, and text files. Typically, they are digitally-based objects that reside in
the system. You can assign assets to items, catalogs, categories, attributes, and
attribute allowed values. When a customer accesses a business object with an
associated asset, the asset is also displayed. For example, if you assign image files
to items that are sold from an online catalog, customers can view the pictures of
items they intend to buy.

© Copyright IBM Corp. 1999, 2012 17
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Chapter 9. Defining Attributes

Attributes are characteristics or specifications that define the corresponding system
entities. For example, a computer's attributes may include:
v Type of CPU
v Hard drive size in GB
v Number of USB ports

You can define a set of allowed values for attributes; for example, in the context of
the CPU type, you can define the allowed values as AMD, Celeron, and Pentium.

Enterprises create and manage system attributes by first defining the following
master attribute data:
v Attribute domains
v Attribute groups
v Attributes and allowed attribute values.

Note: You assign attributes and derived attributes to categories, but you cannot
assign values to derived attributes. Only the decimal and integer data type is
supported as a valid value for derived attributes.

The following figure depicts a branch of a typical attribute domain, in this case, the
item attribute domain.
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Attribute Domains
An attribute domain is a hierarchy of attribute groups that contain similar types of
attributes. For example, the item attribute domain contains groups of item
attributes.

Note: The Sterling Selling and Fulfillment Foundation supports only the item
attribute domain, which is automatically created when a catalog organization is
defined.

Attribute Groups
An attribute group is a set of related attributes that share a common purpose. For
example, you can define an attribute group called Performance that contains
Performance-related attributes for different types of items. You can then assign
CPU Speed and CPU Type as Performance attributes of Computers and
Acceleration as a Performance attribute of Toy Cars.

Multiple levels of attribute groups allow you to easily manage large numbers of
attributes by prioritizing and organizing attributes. If the business in the example
provided in the previous paragraph wants to emphasize its computer-related
products, CPU Speed and CPU Type can be listed higher in the attribute group's
hierarchical tree than Acceleration, the Toy Car-related attribute.

Attributes
Attributes can be defined as characteristics of system entities. For example, CPU
Speed and Ram Size can be defined as computer attributes. The Sterling Selling
and Fulfillment Foundation supports the following attributes:
v Attributes with valid values
v Derived attributes
v Attributes by Reference

Attributes with Valid Values

The Sterling Selling and Fulfillment Foundation enables you to define attributes
with the following data types:
v Text defines the attribute as a text value. Text properties can be defined either as

free-form text or as a defined list of values, such as small, medium, and large.
You can configure multiple values for an attribute and a maximum character
length for free-form text. You can also specify a default value.

v Boolean defines the attribute as a Y/N value. You can also specify a default
value of Y or N.

v Decimal and Integer defines the attribute as a numerical value in decimal or
integer format. You can specify a range of allowed numbers, such as 60-180,
allow any number or a range of incremental values. For example, you can define
a range of allowed values for the Hard Drive Size attribute in increments of 60
GB, such as 60 GB, 120 GB, 180 GB and so on. You can also configure a default
value and a multiple list of values.

Derived attributes

Derived attributes are attributes that represent a specific aspect of another
attribute. You can define multiple derived attributes for an attribute and assign
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these derived attributes to different categories. For example, you can define two
derived attributes called Dimension Range and associate them with the Dimension
attributes in the TVs and Computers category. When an online customer searches
for TVs, the system calculates the dimension range for each TV, based on the TV's
dimensions, and displays the TVs in the appropriate ranges. Online customers can
locate 32-inch TVs in the 32-35 inch range and 40-inch TVs in the 40-50 inch range.

Note: You assign attributes and derived attributes to categories but cannot assign
values to derived attributes.
Only the decimal and integer data type is supported as a valid value for derived
attributes.

Attributes by Reference

Attribute management allows you to dynamically create and assign attributes
without extending database tables. However, in some cases, you may want to use
attributes that reference database fields, such as the yfs_item table. In this case, the
assigned values of the attribute are extracted from the corresponding field in the
database table. For example, if an attribute called Lead Time refers to the Lead
Time field in the yfs_item table, the value for the item attribute information is
taken from the Lead Time field in the yfs_item table.

Chapter 9. Defining Attributes 21
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Chapter 10. Item Attribute Management

Item attribute management enables you to create and manage attributes for items
and categories. Item attribute management involves the following processes:
v Defining attribute groups, attributes, and allowed attribute values.

Note: The item attribute domain is automatically created when you define a
catalog organization. Only one attribute domain is supported by a catalog
organization. For information about defining attributes, attribute groups, and
allowed attribute values, refer to Chapter 9, “Defining Attributes,” on page 19.
v Assigning attributes to categories and classifications
v Assigning values for category and item attributes

Assigning Attributes to Categories and Classifications
After configuring master data for item-related attributes, assign these attributes to
categories and classifications. When you assign an attribute to a category, the
attribute is inherited by child categories, classifications, and items within the
categories. Inherited attributes allow you to easily assign attributes to large
numbers of items. For example, if you assign the Hard Drive Size attribute to the
Computer category, the categories and item listed in the following table inherit the
Hard Drive Size attribute.

Computer Category

Laptop Category Inherits Hard Drive Size
Attribute

XBZ Laptop Category Inherits Hard Drive Size
Attribute

XBZ-X51 Item Inherits Hard Drive Size
Attribute

Note: Categories managed by subcatalog organizations do not inherit attributes
and attribute values from the catalog organization.

When assigning attributes to categories and classifications, you can also define
usages for attributes, such as attributes for filtering or comparing items. For
example, by defining Port Type as a filterable attribute and Port Type, Hard Drive
Size, and CPU Type as specification attributes, customers can search a business
organization’s Web site for computers by Port Type and view a computer’s Port
Type, Hard Drive Size, and CPU Type on the specifications page.

You can assign the following usages to an attribute:
v Searching specifies that this attribute is used for searches.
v Filtering specifies that this attribute is used to narrow the search results on a

business’ Web site.
v Specifications specifies that this attribute is displayed as an item specification on

the business’ Web site.
v Distinct Attribute specifies that this attribute is used to define Items with

Variations.
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Assigning Values for Category and Item Attributes
After attributes are assigned to categories and classifications, you can assign values
to attributes at the category and item levels. When you assign a value to an
attribute in a category, the value is inherited by attributes in child categories,
classifications, and items in those categories. For example, if you assign 240 GB as
a value for Hard Drive Size in the Laptop category, all Laptop subcategories and
items in those categories inherit 240 GB as the value for Hard Drive Size.

However if a child category has already assigned the attribute’s values, the child
category does not inherit the parent category’s attribute values.

You can modify inherited attribute values at the following levels:
v Category
v Item

Modifying Inherited Attribute Values at the Category Level

If you modify inherited attribute values in a child category, the child category
becomes the owner of the attribute values. The attribute value is no longer defined
by the parent category. For example, if the color attribute in the Shirts category
inherits the values red, blue, and orange from its parent category, Clothing, and
you change the attribute values at the Shirts category level to pink and purple, the
categorization provided in the following table is true

Categories/Child
Categories/Items Assigned Attribute Values Inherited Attribute Values

Clothing category

Pants category

Pants item

Shirts category
Shirt item

Red, Blue, Orange

Changes values to pink and
purple

Inherits red, blue, and
orange from Clothing
category

Inherits red, blue, and
orange from Pants category

Inherits pink and purple
from Shirts category

In this example, the color attribute no longer inherits any values from the Clothing
category after the color attribute is modified at the Shirts category level. You added
the colors pink and purple at the Shirts category level. Therefore, the values for the
color attribute are defined at the Shirts category level as pink and purple. If you
then add the color green at the Clothing category level, the categorization provided
in the following table is true:

Categories/Child
Categories/Items Assigned Attribute Values Inherited Attribute Values

Clothing category

Pants category

Pants item

Shirts category
Shirt item

Red, Blue, Orange, Green

Pink and purple

Inherits red, blue, orange,
and green from Clothing
category

Inherits red, blue, orange,
and green from Pants
category

Inherits pink and purple
from Shirts category.
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Modifying Inherited Attribute Values at the Item Level

You can modify item attribute values that an item inherits from a parent category.
However, the category continues to own the attribute values. If you change the
attribute value at the parent category level after modifying the child item attribute
value, the item inherits the attribute value from the parent category.

For example, if a color attribute for the Shirt item inherits the values red, blue, and
orange from the Shirts category and then you change the attribute at the item level
by adding the value pink, the attribute value for the Shirt item is redefined as the
values red, blue, orange, and pink. If you then modify the Color attribute at the
Shirts category level by adding the value purple, the categorization provided in the
following table is true:

Category/Item Assigned Attribute Values Inherited Attribute Values

Shirts Category Red, blue, orange, and
purple

Shirts item Red, blue, orange, and
purple. Pink is assigned at
item level.
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Chapter 11. An Overview of Catalog Organizations and
Subcatalog Organizations

Typically, a catalog organization defines an item master that is shared with the
other organizations in a participant model. The item master is defined in only one
catalog, called the master catalog, eliminating the need of other organizations to
create their own item definition. However, in some business scenarios, you may
want to authorize an organization, other than the catalog organization, to maintain
a portion of the master catalog. Although enterprises can share the master catalog,
in some cases a catalog organization may want to extend the master catalog to
other enterprises, allowing them to manage categories within the catalog.

Additionally, the catalog organization can allow some enterprises to access
categories in the master catalog. The Sterling Selling and Fulfillment Foundation
provides the following configurations for catalog management:

The catalog organization is an enterprise that maintains the master catalog and
defines other enterprises as subcatalog organizations. The catalog organization
authorizes subcatalog organizations to manage the categories within the master
catalog and defines seller entitlements that grant or restrict other organizations'
access to categories within the master catalog. Depending on an organization's
seller entitlements, the organization may be able to view or sell catalog items that
are maintained by the catalog organization or other organizations.

Subcatalog organizations are enterprises that refer to a catalog organization as their
catalog organization. If a vendor or seller is an enterprise, it can be set up as a
subcatalog organization. Subcatalog organizations can perform the following
functions:
v Manage categories within the master catalog
v Manage items within categories in the master catalog
v Assign catalog organization attributes to subcatalog categories and items
v Assign items from the master catalog to the subcatalog organization's categories

Note: By default, subcatalog organizations can view all items in the catalog
organization's catalog. If you want to restrict the items that subcatalog
organizations can view, you must configure seller entitlements for the subcatalog
organizations. Ensure that all items in the catalog are assigned to categories
because seller entitlements rules are configured and assigned by category.

Managing Categories within the Master Catalog
Catalog organizations can authorize subcatalog organizations to manage the
categories within the master catalog. However, only one subcatalog organization
can manage a category. For example, a catalog organization may define a Memory
category in the catalog and authorize XYZ-Vendor, the subcatalog organization, to
manage the XYZ-Vendor category under the Memory category. Only XYZ-Vendor
can add items to the XYZ-Vendor category and create subcategories under
XYZ-Vendor.
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Managing Items within Categories in the Master Catalog
If the catalog organization has authorized a subcatalog organization to manage a
category, the subcatalog organization is responsible for creating, assigning, and
maintaining items within the authorized category. A subcatalog’s items cannot be
edited by the catalog organization or another subcatalog organization, and the
subcatalog’s items are unique within the catalog. After a subcatalog organization
assigns an item to a category or creates an item or category, the subcatalog
organization owns that item or category.

Assigning Catalog Organization Attributes to Subcatalog Categories
A subcatalog organization can assign attributes of the catalog organization to its
own categories. Child categories that are managed by the subcatalog organization
inherit these assigned attributes. If a catalog organization assigns attributes to a
category containing subcategories that are managed by a subcatalog organization,
the subcatalog’s categories do not inherit the attributes.

Additionally, a subcatalog organization can assign attribute values to its own
categories and items. Child categories and items inherit these assigned attribute
values. However, a subcatalog organization cannot assign attribute values to
categories and items managed by the catalog organization. These assigned attribute
values are not inherited by items that are managed by the catalog organization.

For example, if the subcatalog organization XYZ-Retail assigns the Size attribute
values to its XYZ-Retail clothing category and the XYZ-Retail clothing category
contains items managed by the catalog organization, the Size attribute values are
assigned only to the items managed by XYZ-Retail. The Size attribute values are
not assigned to the items managed by the catalog organization.

Assigning Items from the Master Catalog to the Subcatalog’s
Categories

A subcatalog organization can assign items from the master catalog to its own
categories. The catalog organization must configure seller entitlements for the
subcatalog organization before the subcatalog organization can access categories in
the master catalog. With the appropriate entitlements, a subcatalog organization
can sell items that are created and maintained by the catalog organization and
other subcatalog organizations.
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Chapter 12. Subcatalog Organization: An Example

XYZ-CORP is an enterprise and a catalog organization that maintains items, such
as processors, motherboards, and chipsets. It defines the following subcatalog
organizations:
v XYZ-Vendor, an enterprise and supplier of XYZ-CORP, makes memory chips.

XYZ-CORP creates the XYZ-Vendor category in the catalog and authorizes
XYZ-Vendor to extend the catalog by managing the XYZ-Vendor category.
XYZ-Vendor adds its own items to the XYZ-Vendor category and is responsible
for managing the XYZ-Vendor category and the items within it. Additionally,
XYZ-Vendor is authorized to create and manage categories within the
XYZ-Vendor category, such as the Perfect category.

v XYZ-Retail, an enterprise and seller of some XYZ-CORP items, primarily sells
computer hardware. XYZ-CORP defines seller entitlements that allow XYZ-Retail
to access the Memory and Platform categories in the master catalog. XYZ-Retail
can assign items from the Memory and Platform categories and their
subcategories to its own categories. This includes items from the XYZ-Vendor
category, the Perfect category, the Base Y category, and the Base X category.
Additionally, XYZ-CORP allows XYZ-Retail to extend the catalog by granting
XYZ-Retail authority to manage the XYZ-Retail category. XYZ-Retail is
responsible for managing the XYZ-Retail category, its subcategories, and the
items contained within them.
The following graphic shows the subcatalog example.

Categories and Items that XYZ-Retail Can Sell

In the previous example, XYZ-CORP defines seller entitlements that allow
XYZ-Retail to sell items under the Memory and Platform categories. The Memory
category contains the XYZ-Vendor category, which is maintained by XYZ-Vendor,
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and the Perfect subcategory, which is also maintained by XYZ-Vendor. The
Platform category contains the Base X and Base Y categories, which are maintained
by XYZ-CORP. In the example, XYZ-Retail is entitled to sell items from categories
maintained by XYZ-CORP, XYZ-Vendor, and XYZ-Retail.

If the Base X category contains the items BaseX-1 and BaseX-2, the Perfect category
contains the items SDRAM and SODIMM, and the Monitor category contains the
items LCD Fine and LCD Better, XYZ-Retail can sell items from the categories
listed below:

Memory category
v XYZ-Vendor category
v Perfect category, including the items SDRAM and SODIMM

Platform category
v Base X category, including the items BaseX-1 and BaseX-2
v Base Y category

XYZ-Retail category
v Monitor category, including the items LCD Fine and LCD Better
v Peripherals category

The following figure demonstrates the above example.
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Chapter 13. Guidelines for Defining Subcatalog Organizations

A catalog organization defines subcatalog organizations by performing the
following tasks:
v Defining enterprises as subcatalog organizations of the catalog organization. To

specify an organization as a subcatalog organization, the organization must be
configured as an enterprise, and the catalog organization must be specified as its
catalog organization.

v Authorizing subcatalog organizations to manage categories in the master catalog.
Subcatalog organizations are responsible for maintaining the assigned categories.

v Defining seller entitlements for subcatalog organizations. Seller entitlements
determine the categories in the master catalog to which subcatalog organizations
have access. If you are extending the catalog to a subcatalog organization and
want other subcatalog organizations to be entitled to access its categories, you
must also configure seller entitlements for the other subcatalog organizations.
Catalog organizations are entitled to access all master catalog categories.
In addition to seller entitlements configured by the catalog organization, a
subcatalog organization can set up customer entitlements that determine the
items the subcatalog organization’s customers can buy.
Seller entitlements determine what a subcatalog organization can sell and
customer entitlements determine what customers can buy. The catalog
organization assigns seller entitlements to subcatalog organizations; the catalog
organization and subcatalog organizations assign customer entitlements to their
customers.
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Chapter 14. Seller Entitlements and Customer Entitlements

Entitlements enable organizations to manage access to items for buying and selling
purposes. The Sterling Selling and Fulfillment Foundation provides the following
entitlements:
v Seller Entitlements
v Customer Entitlements
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Chapter 15. Seller Entitlements

Enterprises define seller entitlements that grant and restrict other organizations’
access to categories in the catalog. For example, an enterprise allows a supplier to
manage the Brand-X category in the catalog. The enterprise defines seller
entitlements for the organization’s competitor restricting the competitor from
viewing the Brand-X category. Additionally, the enterprise may define seller
entitlements for another organization allowing it to view and sell items from the
Brand-X category.

Only enterprises that are catalog organizations can define seller entitlements.
Moreover, they can define seller entitlements only for enterprises and sellers that
have specified the corresponding catalog organization as their catalog organization.
Seller entitlements are defined by configuring the following:
v Seller Entitlement Rules
v Organization Assignments

Seller Entitlement Rules
Seller entitlement rules specify the categories that can be assigned to organizations
under seller entitlements. Categories from the master catalog can be specified
under seller entitlement rules. A seller entitlement contains one or more seller
entitlement rules that collectively define the list of categories for the entitlement. To
define a rule, start with no categories and then add seller entitlement rules to
include categories; or start with all categories and add seller entitlement rules to
exclude categories.

Seller Entitlement Rule Precedence

The Sterling Selling and Fulfillment Foundation executes seller entitlement rules in
a specified order, with the last rule taking precedence over the first rule. For
example, you may define a seller entitlement called Computers by starting with no
categories in your catalog and then adding a rule that includes the Computers
category. If you add another rule that excludes the Laptop category, all desktop
computers, except for laptops, are selected for the Computers entitlement.

Assigning Organizations to Entitlements
Organizations are assigned to seller entitlement rules in seller entitlements. Only
organizations that specify the catalog organization as their catalog organization can
be assigned in a seller entitlement.

Organizations can have multiple seller entitlements. When this occurs, the
organization is entitled to access all categories specified under the combined
entitlements. If one seller entitlement allows access to categories that are restricted
by another seller entitlement, the organization is entitled to all the specified
categories, including the categories that are restricted by the second seller
entitlement.
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Chapter 16. Customer Entitlements

Customer entitlements allow enterprises to define the items their customers can
buy. For example, an enterprise may restrict a customer from buying items under
its Computers category but allow the customer to buy items under its TVs
category.

Customer entitlements are defined by configuring the following:
v Customer Entitlement Strategy
v Customer Entitlement Rules
v Customer Assignments

Customer Entitlement Strategy
Customer entitlement strategy allows enterprises to specify rules for enforcing
customer entitlements. Customer entitlement strategies can be categorized as
follows:
v Customers can access only the items that are assigned to them in customer

entitlements.
v Customers can access only the items that are assigned to them in pricelists.
v Customers can access only the items that are assigned to them in both pricelists

and customer entitlements.
v Customers can access all items regardless of pricelists and customer entitlements.

Customer Entitlement Rules
Customer entitlement rules specify items that are assigned to customers in
customer entitlements. Only items from the online catalog can be specified under
customer entitlement rules. An organization can define its own customer
entitlement rules or inherit customer entitlement rules from another enterprise. For
information about inheriting enterprise-level rules from another enterprise, refer to
the Sterling Selling and Fulfillment Foundation: Configuration Guide.

A customer entitlement contains one or more customer entitlement rules that
collectively define the list of items for the entitlement. To define a rule, start with
no categories and then add customer entitlement rules to include items; or start
with all items in your online catalog and add customer entitlement rules to exclude
items. Items can be included by categories of items or by item attributes.

Note: You cannot use derived, computed, or reference attributes in customer
entitlement rules.

Customer Entitlement Rule Precedence

The Sterling Selling and Fulfillment Foundation executes customer entitlement
rules in a specified order, with the last rule taking precedence over the first
specified rule. For example, you may define a customer entitlement called TVs by
first adding a customer entitlement rule that includes all TVs brands in the TV
category and then add another rule that excludes Brand-X TVs. The last specified
customer entitlement rule takes precedence; in this example, customers assigned to
the TVs customer entitlement can access all TV brands except Brand-X TVs.
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Assign Customers to Entitlements
Customers are assigned to entitlement rules either directly or dynamically. The
Sterling Selling and Fulfillment Foundation provides the following dynamic
customer assignments:
v Vertical customers, such as education and government customers.
v Relationship Type, customers such as resellers and distributors.
v Customer Level, such as platinum and gold customers.
v Region, determined by mapping the customer's address to a region defined in

the Region Schema.

When dynamic assignments are specified, customers belonging to the specified
groups are assigned to the corresponding customer entitlement. For example, if
you select the platinum membership level for a customer assignment, all
platinum-level customers are assigned to that customer entitlement.

A customer can have multiple customer entitlements. When this occurs, the
customer is entitled to all the items specified by the combined entitlements. If one
customer entitlement includes items that are excluded by another customer
entitlement, the customer is entitled to all the specified items, including the items
that are excluded by the second customer entitlement.

Direct Assignment

You can specify that an enterprise must allow only direct assignments for a
customer. If a customer is assigned directly and dynamically to different
entitlements, only direct assignment is allowed. For example, if a B2C customer is
directly assigned to the TVs customer entitlement and dynamically assigned to the
Computers customer entitlement, the customer is entitled to only the items
specified in the TVs entitlement. However, if you do not specify Use Direct
Assignment if Exists, the customer is entitled to all the items specified under the
TVs and Computers customer entitlements.
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Chapter 17. Seller Entitlements and Customer Entitlements:
An Example

Seller entitlements allow a catalog organization to control other organizations'
access to categories in the master catalog. Depending on its seller entitlements, an
organization may be able to view categories managed by the catalog organization
or another organization; or, an organization may be restricted from viewing a
competitor's categories in the catalog. Additionally, an organization may be entitled
to sell items from specified categories in the catalog.

Customer entitlements allow an enterprise to define items its customers can buy. If
seller entitlements allow an enterprise to sell catalog items that are managed by the
catalog organization or another organization, the enterprise can sell those items to
its customers by defining customer entitlements for its customers.

In the following figure, XYZ-CORP is an enterprise and catalog organization that
allows XYZ-Retail, a XYZ-CORP subcatalog organization, to sell items from the
catalog. XYZ-CORP uses seller entitlements to specify that XYZ-Retail can sell
items from the Memory and Platform categories. In this example, XYZ-Retail sells
items from the Memory and Platform categories, which XYZ-CORP manages.

Additionally, XYZ-Retail does not inherit customer entitlement rules from
XYZ-CORP. In this case, XYZ-Retail defines its own customer entitlements, which
determine the items XYZ-Retail's customers can buy. However, XYZ-Retail can only
entitle its customers to buy items that XYZ-Retail is entitled to sell. If XYZ-Retail
specifies the Platform category in a customer entitlement for its customer
XYZ-Store, XYZ-Store can buy items from the Platform category, but not from the
Memory category.

The following graphic shows the seller and customer entitlement example.
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Chapter 18. An Overview of Catalog Search

Sterling Selling and Fulfillment Foundation provides the Apache Lucene open
source search engine library for conducting fast and accurate searches. The Lucene
search engine enables catalog organizations to create one searchable index file for
each locale from the data that is available in the Sterling Selling and Fulfillment
Foundation database. This index file and a user query, which is defined by
customer-provided search criteria, return search results in a filtered,
easy-to-navigate format.

Additionally, the Lucene query parser simplifies the process of entering search
criteria by providing operators and terms to refine search results.

Note: For more information about the Lucene open source search engine library
and query parser, see the Lucene Web site:
http://lucene.apache.org

Catalog search consists of the following processes:
v Catalog index building
v Catalog searching
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Chapter 19. Catalog Index Building

The Lucene searchable index file contains denormalized item data that has been
extracted from the Sterling Selling and Fulfillment Foundation database. The index
file stores all the item data that is required for performing fast, scalable searches.
Additionally, the index file is stored on the server, further enhancing the
performance of the search. For example, if a customer searches for red shirts, the
Lucene search engine uses the index file to quickly locate all the item information
pertaining to shirts with the attribute value of red.

The Create Catalog Index time-triggered transaction builds an index file for each
supported locale. The transaction can be configured to perform the following tasks:
v Build a full or incremental index file for each locale
v Run scheduled index builds or enable user-initiated index builds
v Activate the index

The transaction refers to an XML configuration file for instructions about building
the index file. The default index file configuration includes item data about
attributes, categories, pricing information, and assets (Sterling Selling and
Fulfillment Foundation provides only the HTML format for asset type by default.)

Note: You can customize catalog search by extending the corresponding XML
configuration file. For example, Sterling Selling and Fulfillment Foundation
provides only the US-English locale by default. However, you can add a locale,
such as Canada-French, by extending the XML configuration file. Data from
external sources can be added to the index file by extending the XML configuration
file and by providing a custom implementation of the appropriate user exit. You
can also add asset types. For more information about customizing item search, see
the Sterling Selling and Fulfillment Foundation: Extending the Database.

If any changes are made in the database to the attributes of entities that are
defined in the catalog search XML configuration file, the catalog index must be
rebuilt, either incrementally or fully. For example, you must rebuild the index after
adding or deleting individual items in entitlement rules, or when an item is added
or removed from a category. The same is true when the price on an item is
modified or added. Additionally, the index must be fully rebuilt when there is a
pricelist assignment for anonymous or all customers removed.

Note: If more than a third of the items in the catalog have changed, it is
recommended that you perform a full index build.

For information about the Create Catalog Index time-triggered transaction, refer to
the Time-Triggered Transaction Reference in any of the Sterling Selling and
Fulfillment Foundation configuration guides. This appendix also describes
configuration options for accessing catalog index files.
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Chapter 20. Searching the Catalog

After the index file is built, customers can search an organization's active selling
catalog by specifying search criteria. Customers can either enter arbitrary terms,
such as Laptop Computer, as search criteria, or enter item attributes based on
categories, to locate specific items. When customers perform keyword searches in a
parent category, only items from the parent category are returned; items from child
categories are not returned.

Advanced search enables customers to specify item fields and values as search
criteria. Advanced search also supports the Lucene query parser. Customers can
use special Lucene operators and terms, such as wildcards (#, *), to refine their
search.

Note: For more information about the Lucene terms and operators that are
supported, see: http://lucene.apache.org/java/2_4_0/queryparsersyntax.html

Search results return a list of items that match the query formed from the search
criteria. Typically, item information is retrieved from the Sterling Selling and
Fulfillment Foundation database. However, information for external attributes is
retrieved directly from the index. Information for internal attributes can also be
retrieved from the index by setting an attribute's Store value to Y in the extended
XML configuration file. After information is retrieved, it is displayed to the
customer. The results also display a list of attributes and categories that match the
query and the number of matching items for each attribute and category.

Sterling Selling and Fulfillment Foundation uses Ehcache functionality and
SearchIndexCache for storing pre-search results of items within categories and
filtered attributes in the catalog for search index. For information about the
out-of-the-box Ehcache functionality provided by IBM, refer to the Sterling Selling
and Fulfillment Foundation: Properties Guide. For detailed information about Ehcache
functionality and how you can configure the elements and settings to enhance
your cache for catalog search index, see http://ehcache.org/.

Note: If the application server is not shut down gracefully, the Ehcache files must
be cleaned up manually before restarting the application server. The path name for
the location where the Ehcache files are stored is the path name specified in the
diskStore element of cacheoverride.xml. For example, <diskStore
path="/<pathname>"/>. For more information regarding cacheoverride.xml, refer to
the Sterling Selling and Fulfillment Foundation: Properties Guide.

Note: The cache is loaded independently for each application server. In some
cases, if you are using multiple application servers, different users who are logged
into different application servers may not get the same search results when a new
index is activated.

Note: See information pertaining to the searchCatalogIndex API in the Sterling
Selling and Fulfillment Foundation: Javadocs.
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Chapter 21. Catalog Index Building: Guidelines

A catalog organization must build an index of the items in the Sterling Selling and
Fulfillment Foundation database before customers can run a catalog search. To set
up index building, perform the following tasks:
v Configure the Create Catalog Index time-triggered transaction
v Specify a location for storing index files

In addition to these mandatory configuration tasks, administrators have the option
of configuring synonyms that enable customers to perform a search based on
related terms. You can also customize the search configuration by extending the
catalog search XML configuration file. For example, if you want the search to
support additional locales, extend the catalog search XML configuration file.
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Notices

This information was developed for products and services offered in the U.S.A.

IBM may not offer the products, services, or features discussed in this document in
other countries. Consult your local IBM representative for information on the
products and services currently available in your area. Any reference to an IBM
product, program, or service is not intended to state or imply that only that IBM
product, program, or service may be used. Any functionally equivalent product,
program, or service that does not infringe any IBM intellectual property right may
be used instead. However, it is the user's responsibility to evaluate and verify the
operation of any non-IBM product, program, or service.

IBM may have patents or pending patent applications covering subject matter
described in this document. The furnishing of this document does not grant you
any license to these patents. You can send license inquiries, in writing, to:

IBM Director of Licensing

IBM Corporation

North Castle Drive

Armonk, NY 10504-1785

U.S.A.

For license inquiries regarding double-byte character set (DBCS) information,
contact the IBM Intellectual Property Department in your country or send
inquiries, in writing, to:

Intellectual Property Licensing

Legal and Intellectual Property Law

IBM Japan Ltd.

1623-14, Shimotsuruma, Yamato-shi

Kanagawa 242-8502 Japan

The following paragraph does not apply to the United Kingdom or any other
country where such provisions are inconsistent with local law:
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORATION PROVIDES THIS
PUBLICATION "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
WARRANTIES OF NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS
FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Some states do not allow disclaimer of express or
implied warranties in certain transactions, therefore, this statement may not apply
to you.

This information could include technical inaccuracies or typographical errors.
Changes are periodically made to the information herein; these changes will be
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incorporated in new editions of the publication. IBM may make improvements
and/or changes in the product(s) and/or the program(s) described in this
publication at any time without notice.

Any references in this information to non-IBM Web sites are provided for
convenience only and do not in any manner serve as an endorsement of those Web
sites. The materials at those Web sites are not part of the materials for this IBM
product and use of those Web sites is at your own risk.

IBM may use or distribute any of the information you supply in any way it
believes appropriate without incurring any obligation to you.

Licensees of this program who wish to have information about it for the purpose
of enabling: (i) the exchange of information between independently created
programs and other programs (including this one) and (ii) the mutual use of the
information which has been exchanged, should contact:

IBM Corporation

J46A/G4

555 Bailey Avenue

San Jose, CA 95141-1003

U.S.A.

Such information may be available, subject to appropriate terms and conditions,
including in some cases, payment of a fee.

The licensed program described in this document and all licensed material
available for it are provided by IBM under terms of the IBM Customer Agreement,
IBM International Program License Agreement or any equivalent agreement
between us.

Any performance data contained herein was determined in a controlled
environment. Therefore, the results obtained in other operating environments may
vary significantly. Some measurements may have been made on development-level
systems and there is no guarantee that these measurements will be the same on
generally available systems. Furthermore, some measurements may have been
estimated through extrapolation. Actual results may vary. Users of this document
should verify the applicable data for their specific environment.

Information concerning non-IBM products was obtained from the suppliers of
those products, their published announcements or other publicly available sources.
IBM has not tested those products and cannot confirm the accuracy of
performance, compatibility or any other claims related to non-IBM products.
Questions on the capabilities of non-IBM products should be addressed to the
suppliers of those products.

All statements regarding IBM's future direction or intent are subject to change or
withdrawal without notice, and represent goals and objectives only.

All IBM prices shown are IBM's suggested retail prices, are current and are subject
to change without notice. Dealer prices may vary.
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This information is for planning purposes only. The information herein is subject to
change before the products described become available.

This information contains examples of data and reports used in daily business
operations. To illustrate them as completely as possible, the examples include the
names of individuals, companies, brands, and products. All of these names are
fictitious and any similarity to the names and addresses used by an actual business
enterprise is entirely coincidental.

COPYRIGHT LICENSE:
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modify, and distribute these sample programs in any form without payment to
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imply reliability, serviceability, or function of these programs. The sample
programs are provided "AS IS", without warranty of any kind. IBM shall not be
liable for any damages arising out of your use of the sample programs.

Each copy or any portion of these sample programs or any derivative work, must
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Copyright IBM Corp. 2012.

If you are viewing this information softcopy, the photographs and color
illustrations may not appear.

Trademarks

IBM, the IBM logo, and ibm.com® are trademarks or registered trademarks of
International Business Machines Corp., registered in many jurisdictions worldwide.
Other product and service names might be trademarks of IBM or other companies.
A current list of IBM trademarks is available on the Web at “Copyright and
trademark information” at http://www.ibm.com/legal/copytrade.shtml.

Adobe, the Adobe logo, PostScript, and the PostScript logo are either registered
trademarks or trademarks of Adobe Systems Incorporated in the United States,
and/or other countries.

IT Infrastructure Library is a registered trademark of the Central Computer and
Telecommunications Agency which is now part of the Office of Government
Commerce.

Intel, Intel logo, Intel Inside, Intel Inside logo, Intel Centrino, Intel Centrino logo,
Celeron, Intel Xeon, Intel SpeedStep, Itanium, and Pentium are trademarks or
registered trademarks of Intel Corporation or its subsidiaries in the United States
and other countries.

Linux is a registered trademark of Linus Torvalds in the United States, other
countries, or both.
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Microsoft, Windows, Windows NT, and the Windows logo are trademarks of
Microsoft Corporation in the United States, other countries, or both.

ITIL is a registered trademark, and a registered community trademark of the Office
of Government Commerce, and is registered in the U.S. Patent and Trademark
Office.

UNIX is a registered trademark of The Open Group in the United States and other
countries.

Java and all Java-based trademarks and logos are trademarks or registered
trademarks of Oracle and/or its affiliates.

Cell Broadband Engine is a trademark of Sony Computer Entertainment, Inc. in the
United States, other countries, or both and is used under license therefrom.

Linear Tape-Open, LTO, the LTO Logo, Ultrium and the Ultrium Logo are
trademarks of HP, IBM Corp. and Quantum in the U.S. and other countries.

Connect Control Center®, Connect:Direct®, Connect:Enterprise®, Gentran®,
Gentran®:Basic®, Gentran:Control®, Gentran:Director®, Gentran:Plus®,
Gentran:Realtime®, Gentran:Server®, Gentran:Viewpoint®, Sterling Commerce™,
Sterling Information Broker®, and Sterling Integrator® are trademarks or registered
trademarks of Sterling Commerce™, Inc., an IBM Company.

Other company, product, and service names may be trademarks or service marks
of others.
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